Verb Subcategorization in Indonesian
Fillmore (1970) in his seminal paper “The Grammar of Hitting and Breaking” recognized that verbs in
English could be grouped into classes based on their semantic similarity as well as shared grammatical
behavior and argument realization. Specifically, he showed how hit and break verbs are each members
of larger classes of verbs whose members share comparable patterns of behavior such as participation
in the causative alternation and interpretations available to their passive particles (1970:125). Other
studies have since been done in English which confirmed and expanded on Fillmore’s findings (Dixon
1991; Jackendoff 1990; Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1991), most notably by Levin (1993) in her book
“English Verb Classes and Alternations”. Moving beyond English, the idea of semantically related
verb classes having shared syntactic behaviors has also been identified and explored in other languages
such as Lhasa Tibetan (DeLancey 1995), Kimaragang Dusun (Kroeger 2010), Jarawara (Vogel 2005)
and Indonesian (Voskuil 1995). Most recently, this idea has been implemented computationally in
Hebrew by Sheinfux et. al (2016). Their study proposed an analysis that explained argument structure
phenomena in Hebrew by distinguishing between semantic and syntactic selection and stating the
constraints in each level separately.
This study attempts to capture the semantic and syntactic generalizations of verbs in Indonesian, more
specifically for an existing subclass of verbs that take the suffixes -i and -kan (Anuar and Choi, 2017).
A section of the Indonesian sub-corpus found in the the Leipzig Corpora Collection (LCC Quasthoff et
al. 2006) containing over 15.5 million sentences from news and web articles was searched for surface
forms prefixed with meN- and di-, optionally suffixed with -i and –kan. 4838 roots with 116692
different surface forms were selected for further subcategorization, with four major syntactic groups:

Group 1

Group 2

+kan, +i
meN- or di- menempat
prefixed
menempatkan
roots
menempati
‘to place’
No. of
roots

447

Group 3

Group 4

+kan, -i

-kan, +i

-kan, -i

menghilang
*menghilangi
menghilangkan,
‘to disappear’

melompat
melompati
*melompatkan
‘to be located’

mengacak
*mengacakkan
*menacaki
‘to disorganize’

2089

385

Total roots

1917
4838

Table 1: Number of roots found for the major syntactic groups of verbs in Indonesian
Out of these, 50 roots will selected for more in-depth analysis. 100 sentences for each root will be
annotated for valency and semantic roles of their arguments, using a modified list of 10 semantic roles
defined in Scheinfux et al. (2016). The annotated verbs will be analyzed and categorized into semantic
classes according to their shared behaviors.
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